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O. Sunnnary

A principle for aquisition of synchronisation in a TDMA system via satellite

relay is described and a simplified connnunication between two stations is

performed. The circuit of the simplified station is presented. Some possible

extensions of the simplified station are suggested.
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I. Introduction

Fig. 1 shows a system in which a number of ground stations (up to a limit of

nearly 240) can communicate via satellite relay, all the control of the system

being done by a Master Station. In the figure, only two ground stations are

shown.

Each station 1S at a different distance from the satellite, implying different

propagation times To' T1 , T2 .

It is well known that those distances are functions of time, making the

problem of synchronism in such a system more complicated.

The purpose of this work is to describe an idea presented 1n (I) for solving

the above problem and to perform a very simple experiment applying that

principle.

The circuits were implemented in standard printed circuits and using W1re

wrapping.

Data sheets about the integrated circuits were obtained from the Signetics

Integrated Circuits 1976.

(I) Satellite Communication System for Multidestination,

Greefkes, J.A., Dijk, J. and Maanders, E.J.
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2. Explanation of the proposed system

In this section we explain the ideas presented in (1).

The ma~n objective of this system is to establish a data communication network

with the following features:

- maximum total bit rate 2.048 Mb/sec.

simple and -consequently- low cost ground stations.

- a processor in one of the stations (Master Station), controls the system by

transmitting the correct transmission moment of each ground station and

-additionally- operating as a switching center.

- the receivers at the ground stations will be synchronised by the Master Station.

- it is possible to have about 240 ground stations taking part in the system,

although only 30 communications can be set simultaneously.

The time format used in the system is shown in Fig. 2.

To each station is assigned one· frame (FR) consisting of 32 time slots (TS) ,

each time slot having 8 bits. Certainly, besides transmitting data the system

should be able to transmit voi~e over the time slots. This requires then that

the frame duration be 125 ~sec and -as a consequence- the superframe duration

256 x 125 ~sec = 32 msec.

All ground stations will be synchronised by a code word of 8 bits transmitted

by the Master Station during TS O. In each frame, TS 16 ~s left for exchange

of signalling between the Master Station and each of the ground stations.

All ground stations are at different distances from the Master Station and

---these distances are varying with time. How is it possible to make sure that

t.he signalling information will arrive at the satellite in TS 16?

The solution proposed is that the transmission moment of each ground station

is ~~ntrolled by the Master Station in such a wa~ that signalling information

will arrive at the satellite in TS 16. When the distance between the satellite

and the ground station changes, the transmission moment is also changed. One

fundamental information pointed out in (1) is that these changes in the trans

mission moment do not need to be continuous, since the speed of distance
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variation ~s very low. In this way it is possible to keep all the stations

with the correct moment of transmission.

Let us assume that all the stations are switched on, but they are not synchronised.

Then:

a. The master station transmits a certain code word (sync. word) during time slot

O. This information arrives at the satellite, is regenerated and re-transmitted

using another frequency. The master station receives this code word and is

able to determine the time delay between the satellite and the master station.

With this information, the master station can calculate the delay it should

introduce in its receiver such that if information arrives synchronised at

the satellite, will also arrive synchronised in the master station. So, from

now on we can consider that synchronism with respect to the satellite is

sufficient.

b. Each ground station also receives the synchronisation word and gets synchro

nised with it (that means that clock extraction and reset of time slot

counter ~s made). After this, the ground station selects the signalling

channel (TS 16).

c. The master station starts to transmit its address during frame 0 of the

superframe (consisting of 256 frames). Each ground station recognizes this

address and resets the frame counter.

d. The master station transmits the address of ground station 1 during TS 16

of FR 1 for three successive superframes.

e. When ground station 1 recognizes its own address, it returns this information

to the master station, as soon as possible. From this, the master station

measures the propagation time delay relative to ground station 1, which ~s

stored in a register. The correct transmission moment for this ground

station is calculated in such a way that T8 16 of ground station 1 will

arrive at the satellite in TS 16 of the satellite time format. This

information will be transmitted to the ground station during T8 16 of FR 1,

using 8 bits (time slot delay given by 5 bits and bit delay given by 3 bits).

f. The master station transmits the address of ground station 2 during T8 16

of FR 2 for three successive superframes. The process goes on like described

above until all slave stations are synchronised in both directions.
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a. Ground station 1 makes a call by transmitting its o~ address ~n TS 16,

FR 0, SF N and the required address in TS 16, FR 0, SF N+1.

b. Master station calls ground station 1 by transmitting the address of ground

station 1, followed by information regarding the correct transmission moment

and what time slot should be selected. All these informations go during TS 16

of FR 0 of successive superframes.

c. The correct transmission moment for each ground station is under control of

the master station and is periodically corrected and recorded, even when no

communication occurs.

d. If ground station 1 is out of order for some time, it starts aga~n receiving

the correct transmission moment, periodically transmitted by the master station

and transmitting its own address during TS 16, FR ° (for station 2, TS 16 and

FR 1; for station 3, TS 16 and FR 2 and so on).

3. Circuit of a simplified ground station

3.1. Introduction

The ground station we built is one which does not perform clock extraction from

the incoming signal (then an external clock is provided) and which does not have

the receiving signalling logic. The tasK of the signalling logic is to detect and

store the delay that should be introduced and the time slot that should be

selected. Both informations corne from the master station as explained in 2.3.

and 2.4.

Besides this, the simplified ground station does not have the circuit for

providing the initialisation described in 2.3-b and 2.3-c. It is desirable to

have this situation in the experiment we wanted to carry out, since this lack

of initialisation represents a time delay between two ground stations.

A simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. We divided the ground station

in two parts: one which makes the time generation / receiving and tbe other which

makes the control of transmission delay and the transmission itself. These two

parts were built in different standard printed circuits. One reason for this
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separation ~s that we have ~n each part space left for addition of more

integrated circuits when the real ground station (without the simplifications

mentioned in 3.1) is to be built.

A more detailed block diagram for the time generator and receiver is shown in

Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we see some related wave forms.

A more detailed block diagram for the transmitter ~s shown ~n Fig. 5. Also

in Fig. 6 we see some related wave forms.

Time slots were generated using an 8 bit counter and comparing the five most

significant bits (QD' Ql, ... , Q~) with a reference. Then, the duration of

the time slot will be 8 clock periods.

In the case of TS a and TS 16 the reference with which the input of the counter

~s compared, is fixed (00000 and 01000 respectively).

For TS N, TS N+16, TS Nil and TS N+N" this reference can be changed according to

adequate switches. It ~s not difficult to verify that we can obtain TS N+16

from TS N inverting one of the outputs of the time slot counter. To obtain

TS N+N" we used a five bit adder before making the comparison.

To obtain FR a we used FR 0 as the clock of an 8 bit counter and a 8 bit com

parator. The input signal contains data and signalling information. It is known

that signalling will be received ~n TS 16 and data in TS N (which will be

chosen by master station). Then, to obtain signalling (RX) and data to be decoded

we just have to gate the input with TS 16 and TS N. We used NAND gates and

inverters for this purpose.

The method adopted for introducing the delay control is the following. We

devided the delay in two parts: time slot delay given by 5 bits (switch Nil)

and bit delay given by three bits of switch N.

Time slot delay is obtained in the following way: information is stored in a

SIPO (series input, parallel output) register during TS (N+16). For this'

purpose we generated the clock pulse CP, from CK and TS (N+16).

After CP, information will be at the parallel output of the SIPO r~gister,

as shown in Fig. 6. This information is loaded into a PISO (parallel input,

series output) register and is sent forward during TS (N+N"). This series
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output is given by QH in Fig. 6.

The control of the second register is very much simplified by entering with a

a (zero) in the input correspondent to the first bit and using the serial in

put to enter with the last bit.

Thus, during time slot T8 N+N" the parallel input information ~s loaded. At

the input appears a "0". When the first clock arrives we have the first bit

at the output; when the second clock rises, we have the 2nd bit and so on.

In this way, the output QH is obtained.

In a very similar way Q'H is obtained, the only difference being that this

information is transmitted only during FR 0 and T8 16. The theoretical time

slot delay is "[ = [(N+N") - (N+16)]l'I = (N"-16)l'I where l'I = time slot duration.

Bit delay is introduced by entering a 8IPO register and connecting the out

puts of this register (° 1 ..... 07' Fig. 6) to the inputs of an 8 input/multi

plexer.

By selecting the input (by means of 3 bits), the output ~ can be delayed from

o up to 7 bit periods.

The transmitter must receive data information during T8 N+16 of any frame and

signalling information only during T8 16 of FR O.

If. Experiment

As mentioned before, the experiment we carried out was a very simple one, but

~s sufficient to show that the principle of introducing a controlled delay in

the transmission ~s sufficient for obtaining synchronism between stations.

In Figs. 8 and 9 is shown the layout for one station.

The set up of the experiment is shown in Fig. 10.

As already mentioned, these simplified ground stations are not reset by the

master station. Then, every time we switch the equipment on, the counters in

the time slot and frame counters have a different initial condition and,

therefore, time slots are not synchronised.

In fact this is equivalent to having the time slot and frame counter reset by

the master station and an unknown delay between the two stations.

It was shown that by choosing properly the input ~n switch N" it is possible

to synchronise the two stations and therefore to transmit data from one to

the other.

The input to the switch N", which is g~ven to control the delay, was obtained

by examining the incoming signal and T8 N with the oscilloscope.
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When the delay is such that these two time slots coincide~ then synchronism

was obtained between the two stations.

5. Conclusion

We verified that controlling the transmission moment of station 1 (and using

one determined time slot) we always find the situation where the data word

transmitted by station 1 is received in station 2.

As mentioned in 3.2~ there is one only case where we have problem: when

TS N+N" :: TS N+16~ which corresponds to a delay zero or integer multiple of

the frame period. The ~~e~ applied to introduce the delay presents problems

when we have this situation.

This problem can be solved in two different ways:

a. when this situation is approached~ a known delay ~s introduced automatically

or the information is stored in a different time slot.

b. change the delay (switch Nil) making the information arrive at the satellite

in another time slot.

Certainly this second solution implies in more complexity of the soft ware of

the master station~ but avoids any additional hardware in the ground station.

Since a ground station as simple as possible is desired, we prefer the second

solution. It must be noticed that those problems can also happen when TS N+N"

and TS N+16 are neighbours.

6. Possible extension

To finish the ground station completely there are still some circuits to be

done. Task of these circuits is to make the signalling decoding as described in

2.3 and 2.4.

One suggestion of the circuit of signalling logic is shown in a block diagram

form in Fig. 11. One very simple circuit consisting of only one integrated

circuit which will transmit the address of the ground station (see 2.3.e) is

presented in Fig. 12.

In the circuit of Fig. 11, when the synchronism word is received~ a pulse (a)

will clear the time slot counter of Fig. 4; when the address of the master

station is received~ a pulse (S) with one clock period will be the input of a

Schmidt-Trigger; the latter will produce a pulse with duration of one frame~

which will clear the frame counter of Fig. 4. At last, when the address of the
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ground station ~s re~eived during TS 16 of its frame number, a pulse ~s sent

to the transmitter of the address of ground station (Fig. 12).

In the circuit of Fig. 12, when a pulse with one clock period duration appears

at pin 15, then the address of the ground station is loaded and sent serially

by pin 13.

7. References

For the purpose of understanding the used principle and being introduced to

additional literature, the essential paper is:

1. Satellite Conwunication System for Multidestination ll
,

Greefkes, J.A., Dijk, J., and Maanders, E.J.
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Appendix I. Time slot delay

The problem can be put in this way: given the information ~n TS (N+I6)

TS(N+I6)

We have to store it and transmit aga~n ~n TS (N+N")

(delay)
TS (N+N")

Essentially the same can be said about signalling.

We see from the above that the delay will be given by (N+N"-N-I6)=(N"-16)=N'

time slot duration. We expect problems when TS (N+I6) and TS (N+N"} occur at

the same time or are subsequent time slots. This can be understood realising

that information can not be stored in a register (SIPO) and loaded to another

register (PISO) at the same time. When TS (N+I6) and TS (N+N") are subsequent

than race conditions can occur.

These problems were confirmed in practice and two suggestions for avoiding it

are given in section 5. A diagram of the time slot delay circuit is shown below:
c.P

SIPo (7'110&\) "T
J.o

QIi
where: cp-6 clock pulses occurring during TS (N+I6)

Io-input information coming during TS (N+I6)

A, , H-parallel outputs of the SIPO register

A", , H"-parallel inputs of the PISO register

S ser~es input of PISO register

L shift/load control of the PISO register

QH delayed output.

Using the above idea of entering the first parallel bit position (H') with "0"

and the last bit entering the series input, the control of those registers ~s

very simplified.

Of course the circuit for delaying signalling information is the same, except

for the control time slots.
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